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instructions

:: character ::

viridian skye introduces the first sarotu character in the dark apocalypse series. this character is 
not human... its, as ive been told my by son... more elfin (but really, it was designed to be something 
similar to an orc without being exactly an orc, with extra creature features tossed into the mix)

the thing to note with this character... its not going to be everyone's cup of tea.  it is not really 
intended to be human, but rather a sarotu. that said, there are some options to make it look more 
humanesque (which ill get to in a minute)

first, you will browse to your character folder in daz studio. in here, you will see damage inc/dark 
apocalypse/viridian skye.

the first two files are character presets – these will load a variance of options all at once (full 
materials and morphs) the first one is human.... the second one is sarotu. that does not mean you 
cant mix it up, however – these are just quick loads to get you closest to where you wanna go. so 
you can use the tattoos with the human, or natural textures with the sarotu and so forth.

to further discuss the human option.... this will pull out the sarotu morph features such as the 
ears, dilated pupils, bony spinal column and protruding shoulder blades... it will smooth the brow 
and make the nose human. however, if you zoom in close, you will notice the pupil isn't quite 
matched (this is because the texture's pupils are very small, coz they were designed for dilated 
pupils... so they are not normal sized) there is however, an option added called eyes – human, which 
will turn the sclera/lacrimals to normal, and blacken the pupil on diffuse. you must apply this 
material last, after applying the eye color you want (and it will work with all the eye colors, 
including the doubles) the combination of all these options will give you a human character.  but 
note, there is no human dial, like there is the sarotu version... the human version must be applied 
from the character preset (or you can dial in all the morphs manually one by one, including the 
human options... but its much quicker to just use the human character preset)

the next set of options, are the skin mats. these two will apply all – be it natural or the tattoo 
option. these are full loads, so they will load everything across the character (including gums and 
all the other parts)

next are eyes.... there are 6 eye colors, plus dual options. the dual options make the eye that’s under 
her scar gray (as if that eye has gone blind from when the scar occurred) but that is completely 
optional, and you can use the normal ones to have both eyes the same color. these mats will only 
change the eyes. as mentioned above, there is also a human eye option (which must be applied last – 
see the above commentary on the human option for more details)

next are lip options – you can change the gloss to low, med or high. you can also change the bump 
from smooth to rough. these will not change the materials themselves, but only the specularity 
and bump (so need to worry about reapplying anything – but you will want to use these last, as 
reapplying materials after them will change these settings to default)

next are the makeups. there are two sets... natural, and tattoo. you can, however, have the body 
tattooed, and the head normal, and vice versa if you wish (as these tattoos do not go past 
boundaries that would make that impossible)  these materials only change the face.

also, of note... the scar on her face does not come off. because the nature of the character is hard 
and violent, i felt that leaving it was necessary (even if she can be turned human) Plus, it would 
have effectively doubled all the maps, making the set unnecessarily large.

finally... this character was purposely designed with high sss, because its an (originally) an 
underground creature and i wanted the skin to lack melanin, and be almost translucent to bring 
that concept to life. however, if you aren't crazy about it, there is one sss control to lower the sss 
to normal. you must use this option absolutely last, after you load the other options. to go back 
to the high sss, use the normal materials.



there are also 9 morph dials to this set. they are:

the head (in actor/head/fantasy sci fi)

the body (in actor/full body/fantasy sci fi)

the ears (in ears/fantasy sci fi)

The Nipples (in upper body/chest/Fantasy SciFi)

The Navel (in upper body/Waist/Fantasy SciFi)

the human pupils (in eyes)
this is intended to be used in tandem with the head morph, as it will not function on its own (it is 
a reverse deform morph to pull out the dilated pupils baked into the head morph itself)

the human nose (in nose, top level) 
this is intended to be used in tandem with the head morph, as it will not function on its own as 
just any nose. this was done as reverse deform morph, so there would be a humanized option.

the bony spine/shoulder blades (in back/fantasy sci fi)

finally, you have the full viridian skye morph (this loads all sarotu options) this morph is in 
actor/people/fantasy sci fi. there is no full humanized morph dial (you must use the character 
preset to load this – or dial it in manually from the partials)

you can dial in only what you want, or use the full morph to dial it all in at once. of course, its 
much quicker to use the character presets, but the options are there if you want them.

There are also inj/removes included, to quickly inject and remove the head and body morphs of the 
human and sarotu.

:: clothing ::

the set includes clothing – which will be in your genesis 2 female library, in clothing and in the 
damage inc/dark apocalypse/viridian skye folder. all the conformers are separate, so you can add 
just what you want.

bodice: the bodice is a tank top with a corset, and works pretty standardly. it has some adjustment 
morphs, should you need to use them. because this is an overlapping item, it has matching adjustment 
morphs on the other pieces (see also: Pauldron)

pants: the pants also are very standard – just adjustment morphs are included with this. because this 
is an overlapping item, it has matching adjustment morphs on the other pieces (see also: boots, thigh 
armor and overcloth)

boots:  generally pretty standard. it has adjustment morphs. there are also a few movement morphs, 
to make the cloth at the foot move around a bit (to look more natural, as she moves around) but 
these are few and do not move quite as much as the other items with cloth do. also note, the 
adjustment morphs that are prefixed with a “p” work with the matching morphs in the pants (so if 
you have adjustments dialed into the pants that coincide with the boots, you must dial these 
matching morphs in on both items)

gauntlets: the gauntlets have claws on them... which each pose individually. i did it this way, so that 
if you should bend the fingers back, the claws can be adjusted to account for that. but they can also 
be posed just for kicks, to make the gauntlet look different or more wicked. there are 8 claws in all, 4 
on each hand – and each has bend, side-side and twist rotations. besides that, there are just 
adjustment morphs. 



overcloth:  the overcloth is much like the mask... it has extra posable parts. in this case, 3 in all (as 
opposed to the mask which only has one) this is to give you good movement and ability to adjust it 
to the leg bends. but in addition, it also has movement morphs to give some extra movements, and a 
leg bend morph (in adjustment morphs) so you can bend the leg at 90* to the side – and this single 
morph will work with the joints on the cloth. I, however, do not recommend using the other 
movement morphs with the rotations (this will throw off the joints) the fringe also has rotational 
morphs included. other than that, it has adjustment morphs, as well as a couple of jcm's that will 
automatically fix the leg bending forward. also note, the adjustment morphs that are prefixed with 
a “p” work with the matching morphs in the pants (so if you have adjustments dialed into the pants 
that coincide with the overcloth, you must dial these matching morphs in on both items)

pauldron: the  pauldron is pretty standard... it doesn’t do any tricks. but it has adjustment morphs, 
like everything else. it has a series of its own adjustment morphs, and it has extras, prefixed by “b” 
these match the bodice's adjustment morphs exactly... so if you dial them in on the bodice, you need to 
additionally dial them on the pauldron too. they are just marked with the b on the pauldron itself, 
for quicker reference (they are not marked b on the bodice)

thigh armor: these work pretty standardly. there are, however, jcm's that will ignite when you bend 
the thighs forward and back. this is to make the strap look perfect in those positions, rather than 
crunched up or overly stretched (as they did in default) however, you may get some poke when they 
are at a half-way point. for this, you can use the adjustment morphs included to fix it. opting for 
this route was better than making the straps oversized to account for it. other than that, it has 
adjustment morphs to fix any other pokes you may encounter. the ones that have the prefix “p” work 
with the pants exactly (so if you have adjustments dialed into the pants, you must dial its matching 
adjustment morphs on the thigh armor)

armlet: the armlet is very standard... it just has some adjustment morphs to use as you need them.

mask:  the mask its pretty standard – it has a posable area at the bottom, which will sway in all 
directions and twist. in addition to that, it also has movement morphs, to give you some extra, more 
natural windblown looks that you can also use – keep in mind though, you may need to use 
adjustment morphs when using them in tandem with certain figure morphs. as everything else, it also 
has adjustment morphs and a couple styles, such as removing the wrinkles and making it longer or 
shorter.

:: clothing mats included  ::

the clothing included also has extra mat options. you will find mats in the materials folder with the 
clothing (in genesis 2 female:clothing: dark apocalypse:viridian skye)

first, there are 3 full mats for the clothing. you must select each individual piece to apply the mats. 
the mats and colors are as follows:

jade lasher (tan/green)
scarlet scorpion (red/brown)

black cobra (brown/black

*Each overcloth features a tribal version the animal they represent

also of note, the mask, overcloth and bodice shirt have separated materials for the cloth, so you 
can mix and match them with the other materials (ex: if you'd prefer the tan shirt and the rest black, 
you can do that) but only the tattered cloth on those three pieces are separated.

Spear mats:

the spear mats match the outfit materials by color, and are included with the outfit materials, in 
the materials folder.

all the mats have distinctive material zones, so you can select the entire outfit and spear, and apply 
them all at once.



  :: using props ::

this set contains a spear weapon. it is located with the clothing (and there is a right and left hand 
for the spear) these are parented props, and they work with 20 of the poses included. to use it, load 
genesis 2 female, be sure to select her and click the prop you wish to use.

see the pose section below for more info on using the matching poses.

:: using poses ::

there are poses included in the set. there is one single pose that’s just a regular pose, and the rest are 
intended to work with the spear that comes in the pack. 

the pose files go in sequence: 0 is the regular pose. then, 1-10 are for the right handed spear, and 11-
20 are left handed spear. the spear poses are hierarchical poses, and will pose the staff properly 
when using it (note, the thumbs are also labeled with which hand to use) but you must use the 
proper spear when using the poses (using the left on the right handed poses, for example, will 
misalign the spear)

all poses work outside of limits, so be sure to turn off limits in daz studio before using them (or you 
will get unintended results)

note, the poses do account for the clothing... for example, I have optimized twisting, dropping to the 
floor with the boots on and other such things. but when using  the poses, you may have to use 
adjustment morphs in certain scenarios (most notably, the overcloth and in some cases, the mask) 
you will also need to either pose the overcloth, or that failing, use the leg bend side morph/other 
movement morphs with certain poses. 

:: other notes & requirements ::

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own textures and 
add-ons. they are labeled by material zone and color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:
character skin textures are 3500 x 3500
clothing textures are 2048 x 2048
prop textures are 2048 x 2048 

promotional credits:
● reptilian for genesis 2 male and Dinokonda from daz
● vermillion dawn, prisoner of war and shrieker by me at daz
● wild hair by valea at daz
● miscellaneous backgrounds by didi_mc
● Sacred Hill, Thorns of time and Druid cave by Danie and Marforno
●

:: known issues and troubleshooting ::

no major known issues

see the sections covered in the tutorial for more information on the contents of the set. each 
section covers using the set in full instruction.

if you find you ever have a question or need further technical support, feel free to contact me. i 
am usually always around (but just in case, allow 24-48 hours for a reply) 

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

mailto:ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net




dark apocalypse – viridian skye

the first sarotu character has arrived.... and she represents a descent into darkness. for 
she, even though a sarotu by birthright, is not evil. she turns against her own kind and 
fights for the human race.

but before i can tell her story.... we must first understand what the sarotu are.

the sarotu is a race of creatures that originate underground. it is said they were once 
human, but they changed after hundreds of years of dwelling below the surface, and 
feeding off of lower level species. they can finally come up above ground, because the sun 
has turned to blood (therefore, its not as bright as it once was – they are quite sensitive 
to uv) and their main objective is to take over the world and enslave humankind. as a 
race, they are quite cruel, violent and wicked creatures. but wickedness is not inherent in 
all – some are not quite as cruel... some even rebel, because of their nasty nature. 

because the sarotu originate from the underground (whence shriekers come) shriekers do 
not outwardly bother with them... shriekers only hunt other animals and humans. this 
gives them an advantage the humans have not. there are other creatures of the world 
they too, have an advantage with... such as being naturally immune to lasher venom 
(they even ride them, and oft use them as their steeds) 

they are bred to kill from birth (even the women) they are trained in combat, and are 
purposely abused and beaten due to a simple concept – such things make you tough for 
war. for this reason, most of them are scarred and battle-torn. they know how to fight 
and are good at strategic battle (they are quite intelligent creatures, on the whole) their 
weapon of choice is a sarotuian spear, which has a ferrule at the end. they do also wear 
armor made from bones as well.

their personal characteristics are different than humans, however. they have very pale, 
almost translucent skin. their eyes are also different, with darkened, bloodshot scleras 
and their pupils are permently dilated (due to the brighter light on the surface of the 
earth) their noses are not quite human, in that the nostrils are higher and their nose 
itself is pointier. they are thin creatures with bony protrusions. but they are quite tough 
despite their frail appearance. their bone density is just higher than humans (hence the 
protruding) very probably from thousands of years sleeping upon stone and earth. last 
but not least, are their ears... they too, are different (and orc-like) 

they are a tribe, not really a monarchy... and there is a ruler (who stakes their claim by 
usurping.... via violence and ultimate death, to take their predecessors place) this leader 
rules over them all by the sheer cruelty they exude (fear is the dominanting factor at 
play) and they are the nastiest of them all. there is a hierarchy that is established, and 
certain respect is given to those higher up. that is, until the leader is usurped.

the final prominent feature - they also don red tattoos.... for each kill they've made 
(notably human kills) a mark of their cruelty.  For, red is the color of blood.

the current leader of the sarotu is kol (and his consort, sa'tyra) and they have a 
daughter.



skye

as already hinted at, skye has gone rogue – she is not evil as her tribe (one of the few that 
have a sense of morality) and ultimately turns against her brethren. 

her actual name is sk'yara (skye for short) the name “viridian skye” is a play on words. the 
viridian part comes down to her tattoos – for each of her own that she slaughters, she 
marks herself in the color viridian instead... a mark of her rebellion. this is why her 
tattoos are red (symbolizing before she turns) and viridian (symbolizing after)

her father is kol... the leader of the sarotu, and the cruelest of them all.

she starts out like most – obeying her father, and slaughtering humans. but the guilt of 
the lives she takes, compounds... and at some point, she rebels. because she is not 
inherently evil (even though, as her fellow tribesmen, she is bred for killing and is quite 
the warrior) she doesn't agree with the killing/enslaving of other races and she detests 
her father, who has only ever shown her hate and abuse (this is the sarotu way) By 
contrast, she is a far more evolved version of the sarotu – deadly, yet not without a 
conscience.

at first, her rebellion is hidden – she wears a mask to hide her true identity (even though 
its well known she is a sarotu) if kol found out his own daughter betrayed him, he 
would most definitely put her to death. 

it is, however, later revealed who she really is.

eventually... she will have no choice but to defend herself against her father, to spare 
her own life.... and to ultimately challenge him for his rule.

but is vermillion dawn the savior of the human race.... or is it skye? only time will tell. 
skye, too, has an ultimate destiny... for she is the first of their kind to empathize fully 
with the humans, and one who is brazen enough to act on it.


